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However, few sherds of this ware are noteworthy as they appear to have formed the basis of the
development of black ware in the succeeding period of iron age. It is medium in fabric, thinner in
sections, slipped and well pc lished. A thin sherd, probably, representing a convex bowl, fine in fabric^
regularly shaped and very well polished is found. Another find, a sherd reminiscent of the upper part
of a convex bowl with a featureless rim is in line with the evidence already mentioned.
(5)	Black and red ware:    This is of  a coarse fabric having thicker sections.    It is prominently
red on the outside and black on the inside.    There are also few sherds which are black on the outer side
and pale red or pale grey on the inner side. Though the black and red ware is neolithic in every respect
it is the technological precursor to the popular black and red ware of the megalithic period.
(6)	Buff ware;    The occurrence of buff war: is quite infrequent,  but the specimens found  are
general in fabric and form.
Forms: The pottery finds arc only fragmentary and not available in a full form, Smaller
vessels do not retain even rim portion except in one or two cases to reconstruct their forms, whereas the
rim portions of larger vessels are discovered which facilitate reconstruction of their forms. The following
types are available.
Type-\:   A big vase with a flanged rim.    This type is available in the red ware, chocolate ware
and grey ware.
Type-Z:    A big red ware vase with «i splayed out mouth.
Type-%:   A large vessel with outcurved rim in red ware and grey ware.
TypeA:    A large vessel with out curved rim cut obliquely. The rim is flattened  on  the surface-
grey ware and chocolate ware.
Type-5:   A large vessel   with  out turned rim and a, flattened edge - red and   chocolate ware,
Type-$:   A large vase with an out curved rim, edge flattened and grooved - rod ware.
Type-7:   A large vase with out curved and drooping rim., flattened on the surface and the   edge
flattened and grooved - grey ware.
Type-Q:   A small vase with flattened rim, and  flattened  edge,   outwardly projecting-chocolate
ware.
Type-9:   A small vase with flattened rim projecting out - buff ware.
Type~lQ:    Out curved rim of a pot - black ware.
Type-ll:   A convex bowl with a, featureless rim - black ware.
Type-\1:   Round bottom of a hewy vessel later luted with a fiat plain base - chocolate ware.
23#*-l3:   Round bottom of a heavy vessel luted  with a flat base bearing mat  impressions-
red ware.

